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Scottish Politics 2013-07-30
fully revised the new edition of this popular
textbook provides an authoritative
introduction to all aspects of contemporary
scottish politics and gives a full analysis of
the snp s first majority government fully
revised the new edition of this popular
textbook provides an authoritative
introduction to all aspects of contemporary
scottish politics and gives a full analysis of
the snp s first majority government
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latin occupational regulation in the u s labor
market is a growing phenomenon as of 2008
nearly 40 percent of individuals in jobs had
either a license or certification from some
form of local state or federal government
following up on the success of his previous
volume licensing occupations ensuring quality
or restricting competition w e upjohn
institute 2006 morris m kleiner brings us a
book that expands our knowledge of
occupational regulation by showing how varying
stages of regulation impact those in the
occupations closely related occupational
practitioners and ultimately consumers through
the quality and cost of services provided in
stages of occupational regulation analysis of
case studies kleiner examines seven
occupations at various stages of government
regulation from the least regulated to the
most regulated they are interior designers
mortgage brokers preschool teachers
construction tradesmen specifically plumbers
and electricians dental hygienists and
dentists kleiner shows that occupations that
have been regulated for the shortest periods
of time and that have minimal entry
requirements such as interior designers are
usually unable to achieve their economic goals
of better compensation and less competition
for more heavily regulated occupations that
have a longer history of regulation and have
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more rigorous entry requirements such as
dentists higher earnings and greater control
over job related tasks are more likely the
book also presents new analysis on a long
standing debate in law and economics i e
whether litigation or regulation is better for
society kleiner shows that the growth of
occupational licensing suggests that some form
of regulation may be gaining as the dominant
type of public policy furthermore kleiner
examines how regulations may influence the
number of workplace injuries and deaths
incurred by plumbers and electricians in the
construction industry the most hazardous
industry as determined by the total number of
workplace accidents in the united states
overall the analysis and evidence presented
here demonstrate how labor markets work in the
face of varying levels of government
regulation therefore this is a must read for
anyone with an interest in the workings of the
u s labor market or of labor markets in other
more developed economies

Real Estate Due Diligence
2015-12-22
real estate due diligence is the first
textbook on due diligence the cornerstone of
every successful real estate deal due
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diligence is designed to uncover potential
risks posed by a real estate acquisition
financing or development project and failure
to carry it out successfully can result in
costly oversights and diminished investment
returns this book demonstrates how to assess
and manage legal risks on properties such as
office buildings shopping centres industrial
buildings apartments and hotels before the
transaction closes real estate students and
practitioners are taken through all of the
essential due diligence areas including titles
and ownership issues zoning and land use liens
and mortgages condition assessments
environmental and operational concerns and
lease analysis throughout the book major laws
and court cases are used to illustrate due
diligence issues and provide rich
opportunities for classroom study and
discussion practice points and comprehensive
due diligence checklists help readers to go on
to put their learning in practice this book
fills a gap in the real estate literature and
is perfect for use as a college textbook a
practitioner s guide or for industry training

The Making of Donald Trump
2016-08-02
the new york times bestseller that first
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revealed the russia connection the culmination
of nearly 30 years of reporting on donald
trump this in depth report by pulitzer prize
winning investigative reporter david cay
johnston takes a revealingly close look at the
mogul s rise to prominence and now ultimate
power covering the long arc of trump s career
johnston tells the full story of how a boy
from a quiet section of queens ny would become
an entirely new and complex breed of public
figure trump is a man of great media savvy
entrepreneurial spirit and political clout yet
his career has been plagued by legal troubles
and mounting controversy from the origins of
his family s fortune to his own too big to
fail business empire from his education and
early career to his whirlwind and ultimately
successful presidential bid the making of
donald trump provides the fullest picture yet
of trump s extraordinary ascendency love him
or hate him trump s massive influence is
undeniable and figures as diverse as woody
guthrie who wrote a scathing song about trump
s father and red scare prosecutor roy cohn mob
bosses and high rollers as well as the average
american voter have all been pulled into his
orbit drawing on decades of interviews
financial records court documents and public
statements david cay johnston who has covered
trump longer and more closely than any other
journalist working today gives us the most in
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depth look yet at the man who has shocked the
world provides useful vigorously reported
overviews of mr trump s life and career mr
johnston who has followed the real estate
impresario for nearly three decades offers a
searing indictment of his business practices
and creative accounting michiko kakutani the
new york times david cay johnston has given us
this year s must read trump book lawrence o
donnell msnbc s the last word johnston
devastatingly covers ground he broke open as a
reporter on the trump beat in philadelphia and
at the new york times the best of
investigative reporting is brought to bear on
a man who could potentially lead the free
world usa today carefully fleshes out the
details of trump s known biography with solid
documentation tampa bay times

A Brief Guide to Ghost Hunting
2013-08-15
there has been an upsurge in books television
programmes films and websites exploring the
reality or otherwise of the spirit world not
since the founding of the ghost club in 1862
and the society for psychical research in 1882
has ghost hunting been so popular television
and the internet in particular have fueled
this new level of interest creating a modern
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media phenomenon that spans the globe but
while the demand for information is high good
information remains scarce a brief guide to
ghost hunting leads us through the process of
ghost hunting from initially weighing the
first report to choosing equipment and
investigating and identifying the phenomena
with an analysis of the best places to go
looking methods of contacting the spirit world
how to explain paranormal activity and
crucially how to survive the encounter however
it is also a book about ghost hunting itself
drawing on 130 years of research in the
cavernous archives of the society for
psychical research and even older history to
find the earliest ghost stories a ghost
hunting survey makes use of interviews with
those billing themselves as ghost hunters to
find out their views motivations and
experiences new and original research makes
use of statistics to map the nebulous world of
apparitions while a preliminary survey of
hauntings offers an analysis of 923 reported
phenomena from 263 locations across the uk
this is as far as possible an objective
presentation of ghosts and ghost hunting it is
no wonder that mainstream science largely
refuses to deal with the subject it is too
complicated without trying to convince you of
any viewpoint this book is intended to help
you understand more
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《發現》第60期 2014-04-30
查三峽圖取李家 王岐山精心佈局 華爾街操縱普通大眾的10種方法 游台灣恰遇學運 瘋狂的費城
雞翅碗 學歷不能定義你的人生

《發現》第56期 2014-02-28
特權階級正加速逃離中國 美國唐人街被摧毀中 網友熱議東莞掃黃 夫妻財產分開存潛在隱患 欺騙為
什麼會帶來快感

《發現》第61期 2014-05-08
太子黨 買辦中國一條龍 中日開打 美參戰的可能有多大 珠穆朗瑪致命雪崩 韓國客輪沉沒前的混亂
塑造孩子的領袖特質 與做愛相比 我們更重視接吻

Building Commissioning :
Strategies and Technologies
for Energy Efficiency 2013
this fully updated and expanded second edition
of policing scotland takes account of recent
developments in scottish policing and criminal
justice against the backdrop of a dynamic
political landscape and looming fiscal
constraints in public services the book offers
contributions from both academics and
practitioners and not only shows police at
work in contemporary scotland but also gives
some insight into those areas where policing
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is carried out by non police people and
organisations it seeks to identify what it is
about scottish policing that is distinctly
scottish the main characteristics of modern
policing in scotland how these have developed
over the recent past and what they have become
today in answering these questions the book
analyses policing in scotland in the context
of the new and emerging ideas about the nature
purposes and methods of policing that are
developing elsewhere in the world and seeks to
determine how far scottish policing is
maintaining its own traditions or simply
becoming a localised example of wider global
trends the second edition of this popular text
introduces new chapters on crime investigation
police unionism ethnic minorities policing
violence and forensic science as well as
incorporating a major new theme which seeks to
explain how those responsible for policing
scotland set about dealing with current issues
such as terrorism and organised crime this
book makes a significant contribution to the
current debate on policing in scotland and as
such is an essential text for academics and
those interested in policing issues

UNESCO Global Report: Opening
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New Avenues for Empowerment:
ICTs to Access Information and
Knowledge for Persons with
Disabilities” Global Summary
Report 2013-03-05
new post referendum edition alex salmond is
well known in scotland the uk and beyond as
the leader of the scottish national party and
scotland s first minister but relatively
little is understood about salmond as a human
being what makes him a nationalist what shaped
his political views and what sort of country
he believes an independent scotland can be in
this first biography with which close
colleagues and friends have co operated the
acclaimed political biographer david torrance
turns his attention to perhaps one of the most
capable and interesting politicians scotland
has produced in the last few decades utilising
a raft of published and unpublished material
torrance charts the life and career of alex
salmond from his schooldays his political
activism at st andrews university his early
career at the royal bank of scotland his
election as the mp for banff and buchan and in
greater depth than ever before his two spells
as leader of the snp and from 2007 as first
minister of scotland
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Policing Scotland 2012-09-10
明鏡郵報 創刊 習總大調軍 合法持槍的美國盲人槍手 中美月入5000生活對比 警花出動 擒拿
鹹豬手 中國虎媽要 慈悲

Salmond 2012-05-23
中國 和尚 在紐約強行乞討 美國 白人至上主義 陰魂不散 美國大學世界第一 未必 美國全球查
稅恐波及中國富人 把豪宅留給後代該如何避稅

《發現》第71期 2014-09-30
拿下徐才厚 陳光標的紐約慈善午餐成鬧劇 女權 色情片是這樣拍成的 美國人的飲食結構有多糟糕
熬通宵的妙招

《發現》第67期 2014-07-30
習江陣營 左右分明 黃之鋒 17歲的香港民運領袖 尼日利亞的 五毛黨 在辦公場所 病毒傳播有
多快 孩子不乖就該打屁股

《發現》第66期 2014-07-15
雲南官場淪陷 秦光榮亡羊補牢 中國間諜成功滲入美反恐情報中心 溫州小鎮 偷渡者 成為 海歸
入住紐約豪華公寓的窮人們 硅谷推動 懷孕革命

《發現》第73期 2014-10-18
明攻周永康 暗查李源潮 中美教育全方位大比拼 法國那個 無法無天 的查理 紐約 神話如何成噩
夢 全球五大冬季奇妙之旅推薦地
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《發現》第74期 2014-10-28
李嘉誠撤離大陸背後的秘密 網絡威脅言論受憲法保護嗎 花園裡種菜的中國移民 怎樣和你的孩子談論
性 2015年投資美股的七個機會

《發現》第80期 2015-01-30
柴玲25年 兩場官司一場筆戰 新聞人物 印度新總理莫迪 南海對峙 中越一丘之貉 你該親自管理
自己的資產嗎 2014年夏季旅遊省錢攻略

《發現》第78期 2014-12-30
毛澤東的忠臣周恩來 昂山素季與中國政府的微妙關係 韓國曾為美軍紅燈區開綠燈 哈佛大學是否歧視
亞裔學生 新型黑客運用華爾街行話行騙

《發現》第63期 2014-05-28
安邦為什麼要買下華爾道夫 中國人民的老朋友 在華遇冷 中國假髮批發商 面對 致癌物 與 抗癌
食品 如何拯救你的記憶力

《發現》第77期 2014-12-15
紅後代 習近平是我們的 中國新娘婚紗照的最愛 美國的無神論者身陷困境 快速交友秘訣 餐廳絕不
會告訴你六件事

《發現》第75期 2014-11-15
中國第一 文藝之家 美十年簽證或滅中國移民需求 埃塞俄比亞的 極端禁食 伊斯坦布爾的土耳其浴
之旅 少坐 會更長壽
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《發現》第70期 2014-09-15
ganador del premio pulitzer cubriendo el largo
recorrido de la carrera de donald trump
johnston cuenta la fascinante e hilarante
historia de cómo un chico de una tranquila
zona de queens nueva york se convertiría en
una completamente nueva y compleja especie de
figura pública trump es un hombre de gran
inteligencia mediática espíritu emprendedor y
poder político sin embargo su carrera ha
estado plagada de innumerables problemas
legales y una enorme controversia en torno a
su persona y sus actividades financieras desde
los orígenes de la fortuna inmobiliaria de su
familia hasta su propio imperio de negocios
demasiado grande como para fracasar desde su
educación y carrera temprana hasta el
torbellino de su candidatura presidencial el
libro proporciona la imagen más completa del
extraordinario ascenso de trump la influencia
masiva de trump es innegable y figuras tan
diversas como woody guthrie quien escribió una
canción mordaz sobre el padre de trump y el
fiscal roy cohn más conocido por su actuación
durante el temor rojo jefes de la mafia
estrellas del deporte así como el votante
medio estadounidense han sido arrastrados a su
órbita david cay johnston que ha seguido a
trump más de cerca que cualquier otro
periodista nos da una mirada más profunda
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sobre el hombre que ya es presidente partiendo
de décadas de entrevistas registros
financieros documentos judiciales y
declaraciones públicas

《發現》第76期 2014-11-30
央視爛透了 中紀委只剩下三招 甜心寶貝見糖爹 不是妓女 中國遊客睡在新澤西 玩在紐約 魚油膠
囊是否安全有效 食物應該放在哪 放多久

Cómo se hizo Donald Trump
2017-02-13
習江之間的秘密政治交易 在埃博拉疫情中心拯救生命的人 緬甸翡翠的陰暗面 你可能被炒魷魚的六個
徵兆 關於脂肪你不知道的十件事

《發現》第72期 2014-10-08
沉默的許家屯 一句話成為中國推開一扇門 為何印度婦女經常遭姦殺 你沒有意識到的五大投資 8個
不能犯的職場錯誤

《發現》第69期 2014-08-30
周永康落馬元老反彈 習近平硬頂 誰怕誰 一個陽光男孩的遭遇 青春期的孩兒們都叛逆 窮遊 省錢
大法

《發現》第65期 2014-06-30
the festival cities of edinburgh and adelaide
examines how these cities world famous arts
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events have shaped and been shaped by their
long term interaction with their urban
environments while the edinburgh international
festival and adelaide festival are long
established prestigious events that champion
artistic excellence they are also accompanied
by the two largest open access fringe
festivals in the world it is this simultaneous
staging of multiple events within edinburgh s
summer festivals and adelaide s mad march that
generates the visibility and festive
atmosphere popularly associated with both
places drawing on perspectives from theatre
studies and cultural geography this book
interrogates how the festival city as a place
myth has developed in the very different local
contexts of edinburgh and adelaide and how it
is challenged by groups competing for the
right to use and define public space each
chapter examines a recent performative event
in which festival debates and controversies
spilled out beyond the festival space to
activate the public sphere by intersecting
with broader concerns and audiences this book
forges an interdisciplinary comparative
framework for festival studies to interrogate
how festivals are embedded in the social and
political fabric of cities and to assess the
cultural impact of the festivalisation
phenomenon
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《發現》第68期 2014-08-15
the structure of policing is undergoing change
in scotland at present and the profile of the
police officer differs from that of the past
this book takes an informative approach and
offers a unique account and insight into the
scottish police organisation describing the
scottish police officer from the point of
recruitment through to training development
and specialist policing written by an ex
senior police officer this book examines how
the qualified police officer goes about his
her daily work policing and how this has
changed over time as a result of organised
crime terrorism and the changing priorities of
the public and politicians the contribution of
non police officers such as police civilian
staff auxiliaries and the private sector plays
a key role in the policing of scotland in the
21st century and is considered at length as
police supervision and management is crucial
to the organisation s success the subjects of
personnel development promotion and management
in the police is examined with comment on the
suitability of the system in the 21st century
the book concludes with commentary on the
future profile of the scottish police officer
and makes some general comparison with their
colleagues in the rest of the uk and european
union this will be an essential text for
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police officers in scotland and elsewhere and
students and academics in the areas of law
politics management police studies criminology
and criminal justice

The Festival Cities of
Edinburgh and Adelaide
2022-08-20
on 18 september 2014 scots will decide their
future should the country quit the united
kingdom and take control of its own destiny or
should it remain part of what advocates call
the most successful political and economic
union of modern times everyone in the country
has a stake in this decision now in this
fascinating and insightful new book david
torrance charts the countdown to the big day
weaving his way through a minefield of claim
and counterclaim and knocking down fictions
and fallacies from both nationalists and
unionists he plunges into the key questions
that have shaped an often fraught argument
from the future of the pound to the shape of
an independent scottish army with access to
the strategists and opinion makers on both
sides of the political divide this book goes
straight to the heart of the great debate
providing an incisive authoritative
occasionally trenchant guide to the most
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dramatic constitutional question of our times
the battle for britain

The Scottish Police Officer
2014-05-16
politics in scotland is an authoritative
introduction to the contemporary political
landscape in scotland and an essential text
for undergraduate and postgraduate students of
scottish politics written by leading experts
in the field it is coherently organised to
provide a clear and comprehensive overview of
a range of themes in contemporary scottish
politics key topics include government and
electoral behaviour representation and
political parties in scotland public policy
and scotland s relationship with the rest of
the world scottish politics both in the run up
to and after the 2014 referendum the future of
scottish government and politics this textbook
will be essential reading for students of
scottish politics british politics devolution
government and policy

Bond Guide 2007
this study explores modern scotland and
examines how scottish politics culture and
identities have interacted within the national
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and international contexts in the last thirty
years it considers which voices and opinions
have proven influential and defining and
charts the boundaries of public conversation
to and beyond the independence referendum

The Battle for Britain
2013-11-12
the european public debt problem was in the
making long before the 2007 2009 recession as
budget deficits had become endemic a similar
crisis is now developing in america where the
same fundamental causes have been at work the
public debt problem analyzes the situation of
public debts in america and reviews official
forecasts for the federal government the
author carefully explains the main concepts
budget deficit public debt etc and analytical
tools discounting government accounting
treasury securities bonds yields etc necessary
to understand the issues

Standard & Poor's Earnings and
Ratings Bond Guide 2007
the experience of being a muslim in scotland
today is shaped by the global and national
post 9 11 shift in public attitudes towards
muslims and is infused by the particular
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social cultural and political scottish ways of
dealing with minorities diversity and
integration this book explores the settlement
and development of muslim communities in
scotland highlighting the ongoing changes in
their structure and the move towards a
scottish experience of being muslim this
experience combines a sense of civic and
social belonging to scotland with a strong
religious and ideological commitment to islam

Politics in Scotland
2016-06-23
david greig has been described as one of the
most interesting and adventurous british
dramatists of his generation daily telegraph
and one of the most intellectually stimulating
dramatists around guardian since he began
writing for theatre in the early nineties his
work has been both copious and remarkably
varied defying neat generalisations or
attempts to pigeon hole his work besides his
original plays he has adapated classics is co
founder of the suspect culture theatre group
and is currently dramaturge for the national
theatre of scotland this critical companion
provides an analytical survey of his work from
his early plays such as europe and the
architect through to more recent works
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damascus dunsinane and ramallah it also
considers the plays produced with suspect
culture and his work for young audiences as
such it is the first book to provide a
critical account of the full variety of his
work and will appeal to students and fans of
contemporary british theatre clare wallace
provides a detailed analysis of a broad
selection of plays and their productions
reviews current discourses about his work and
offers a framework for enquiry the companion
features an interview with david greig and a
further three essays by leading academics
offering a variety of critical perspectives

Independence of the Scottish
Mind 2014-12-03
this cultural history of the saltire society
literary awards demonstrates the significance
the awards have had within scottish literary
and cultural life it is one piece of the wider
cultural award puzzle and illustrates how far
from being parochial or niche lesser known
awards whose histories may be yet untold play
their own role in the circulation of cultural
value through the consecration of literary
value the study of the society s book of the
year and first book of the year awards not
only highlights how important connections
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between literary awards and national culture
and identity are within prize culture and how
literary awards and their founding
institutions can be products of the socio
political and cultural milieu in which they
form but this study also illustrates how
existing literary award scholarship has only
begun to scratch the surface of the
complexities of the phenomenon this book
promotes a new approach to considering
literary prizes proposing that the concept of
the literary awards hierarchy can contribute
to emerging and developing discourses
pertaining to literary and indeed cultural
prizes more broadly

The Public Debt Problem
2013-01-06

Muslims in Scotland 2017-02-28

The Theatre of David Greig
2013-08-29
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